





the	 Indian	 state	 of	 Arunachal	 Pradesh,	 close	 to	 the	 border	 with	 Tibet	 and	 Bhutan.	
Together	 with	 its	 sister	 language	 Khispi	 and	 the	 languages	 Sartang	 and	 Sherdukpen,	
Duhumbi	 forms	 a	 coherent	 sub-group	within	 the	 ‘Kho-Bwa	 cluster’	 (van	Driem	2001:	
473),	called	the	Western	Kho-Bwa	languages	(Bodt	2014;	Lieberherr	and	Bodt	2017).	For	
want	of	space,	this	chapter	will	not	discuss	much	of	the	existing	theory	on	expressives,	
and	neither	 compare	 the	Duhumbi	expressives	with	expressives	 in	genetically	 related	





meaning	 (e.g.	 Dingemanse,	 2012).	 Moreover,	 Duhumbi	 expressives	 form	 a	
separate		 word	class	(e.g.	Patent	1998).	
2. Duhumbi	 expressives	 are	 marked,	 and	 stand	 out	 from	 other	 words	 in	 Duhumbi,
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basic	 unit	 of	 the	 reduplicated	 element	 has	 no	 meaning,	 with	 the	 exception	 of	 the	
‘elaborate	expressions’.	Unlike	other	languages	(see,	e.g.	Diffloth	1980:	55-56),	Duhumbi	
expressives	are	conventionalised:	both	their	form	and	their	meaning	appear	fixed,	and	all	









phrase	 and	 its	 accompanying	 verb	 or	 verb	 phrase,	which	may	 also	 be	 a	 copula.	Most	
expressives	do	not	only	modify	the	noun	(as	an	adjective)	or	the	verb	(as	an	adverb),	but	
modify	 the	 clause	 or	 sentence	 in	 its	 entirety.	 There	 is	 one	 sub-type	 of	 Duhumbi	
expressives,	namely	the	‘elaborate	expressions’	that	function	most	commonly	as	nouns	
(see	also	Patent	1998:	163	on	a	same	observation	from	Lai).		
Although	 the	 absolute	 number	 of	 expressives	 in	 Duhumbi	may	 be	 less	 than	 in	 other	
languages,	and	also	less	than	the	absolute	number	of,	say,	lexical	nouns	or	verbs,	this	may	





























	 handicap	 (such	 as	 missing	 or	 malfunctioning	 limbs),	 or	 a	 garbled	 manner	 of	
speaking		 (such	as	a	speech	deficiency	of	deaf-mute	person	or	drunk).	
(3b)	 [C1a][C2a(C3)]	 –	 [C1i][C2i(C3)],	 e.g.	ʦakaʦiki,	 depicting	 things	 that	 are	 ‘small	 and	
	 miscellaneous’.	
	
(4)	 [C1V(C2)][C3V(C4)]	 –	 [C5V(C2)][C3V(C4)],	 e.g.	 boloɕolo,	 which	 depicts	 an	 excess	 of	
	 something,	such	as,	for	example,	servings	of	food	and	drinks	offered	to	guests.	
	
(5a)	 [C1V1(C2)][C3V2(C4)]	 –	 [C5V3(C6)][C3V2(C4)],	 e.g.	 ɲakatʰeka,	 depicting	 a	 lingering	
	 manner	 of	 repeatedly	 halting	 and	waiting	 on	 this	 side	 and	on	 that	 side	 during	
	 movement	towards	goal.	







These	 expressives	 simply	 reduplicate	 the	 same	 syllable	 without	 modification.	 They	
always	 depict	 what	 are	 considered	 as	 ‘positive’	 or	 ‘neutral’	 actions,	 attributes	 or	
mannerisms,	and	never	something	that	is	considered	as	negative,	bad	or	unwanted.	They	
are	 often	 relatively	 easy	 to	 define	 and	 have	 a	 relatively	 limited	 applicability,	 most	
commonly	 functioning	as	adjectives,	modifying	a	noun,	and	often	occurring	 in	copular	
clauses	 or	 sentences.	 Examples	 include	 doŋdoŋ,	 depicting	 a	 person	 or	 animal	 with	 a	
strong,	 well-built	 physique;	 tʰomtʰom	 ~	 tʰumtʰum,	 depicting	 a	 place	 or	 space	 that	 is	
completely	dark	and	lacking	any	visibility;	and	ʨʰipʨʰip	or	ɕipɕip,	depicting,	for	example,	
clothes	 that	 are	 folded	 in	 a	 neat	 way.	 There	 are	 a	 few	 examples	 where	 there	 is	
phonological	alternation	between	a	bilabial	plosive	and	a	nasal	coda	consonant,	such	as	























surmised	 that	 these	 expressives	 started	 out	 as	 pure	 adjectives,	 and	 obtain	 a	 more	
adverbial	status	through	their	combination	with	forms	of	the	verb	le	{da}	‘to	do.		
	
An	example	 from	a	Duhumbi	mani	 tam	 ‘riddle’,	which	cryptically	describes	an	 item	of	







sa-la	 birbir	 namtʰuŋ-la	 birbir	 abe	 in-se=na	



















the	 image	 of	 smoke	 appearing	 on	 a	 plot	 of	 land	 in	 big,	 undulating,	 billowing	 clouds,	
indicating	 inhabitation	 at	 the	 place.	 The	 smoke	 could,	 for	 example,	 be	 caused	 by	 the	





sa	 udi	 hin-kʰo	 bukʰu=raŋ	 dololo	 ɕet-ʥu-deʔ=oloʔ	





two	 syllables	 changing	 to	 vowel	 /o/	 in	 the	 second	 two.	 These	 expressives	 depict	
something	 disorganised,	 chaotic,	 messy,	 and	 in	 general	 negative.	 Often,	 a	 single	




woj	 ŋak	 balabolo	 haw-deʔ	
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An	 example	 from	 the	 corpus	 includes	 (5).	 This	 is	 from	 a	 prediction	 text	 by	 the	 last	
practicing	 bonpo	 ‘local	 religious	 practitioner’,	 who	 passed	 away	 early	 2016.	 The	
expressive	dzakadzoko	is	placed	in	between	the	subject	and	the	predicate	of	the	sentence,	
modifying	both,	and	creating	a	lively	image	of	a	contagious	disease	that	causes	diarrhoea,	





rimʨʰe	 rimʨʰe	 zakazoko	 pʰet-tʰeʔ=oloʔ	












tʰe	 brukpa-bak-pʰun-ɲi=tʰeʔ	 ʦʰoŋ	 le,	 rup	 lahan	 man,	
the.other.side	 Bhutanese-PL-etc.-
PAT=ADD	




le-da,	 raparipi	 ose	 le-da,	 man-ba=le	 hoʔ	
do-ADV	 raparipi	 like.that	 do-ADV	 obtain-NOM=COP2	 now	











The	 final	 three	 types	 of	 expressives	 are	 what	 have	 also	 been	 called	 as	 ‘elaborate	
expressions’	 (e.g.	Patent	1998:	163	 for	Lai,	Haas	1964	 for	Thai,	 Jaisser	1990:	160	and	
Mortensen	2003	 for	Hmong,	Gerner	2004,	 2005	 for	 the	Tai-Kadai	 language	Dong	and	
Vittrant	2014	for	Burmese	and	more	recently	Lieberherr	2017:	138,	269-272	for	Bulu	
Puroik),	 and	 are	 considered	 typical	 of	 East	 and	 Southeast	 Asian	 languages.	 Matisoff	
(1973:	 81)	 described	 them	 as	 a	 ‘compound	 containing	 four	 (usually	 monosyllabic)	
elements,	of	which	either	the	first	and	third	or	the	second	and	fourth	are	identical	(A-B-
















lakʰuŋ	 bistaŋ-oʔ	 kʰamʨʰu	 han-da	 gaŋpu	 tur-da	 ʦʰalaŋnalaŋ	








modified	 in	 its	 entirety.	 An	 example	 is	 laɕarluŋɕar,	which	 depicts	 the	 act	 of	 making	
extended	journeys	by	crossing	mountains	and	valleys	and	is	derived	from	the	nouns	la	
‘mountain	pass’,	 lungpa	 ‘valley’	 and	 the	verb	ɕar	 {da}	 ‘to	 cross	over,	 to	pass	 through’.	






duhumbi	 bowra	 in-se=na	 biŋʦʰupkejʦʰup	
Duhumbi	 cut.bamboo.stalks	 say-COND=CONF	 biŋʦʰupkejʦʰup	
	
le-deʔ=beʔ=aj=oloʔ	 biŋ	 ʦʰup-kʰen-aʔ-bak	 le	





The	 final	 type	 of	 Duhumbi	 expressives	 are	 those	 in	which	 the	 second	 syllable	 of	 the	
reduplicated	part	is	modified	in	its	entirety.	An	example	includes	the	famous	nickname	of	
the	 Duhumbi	 people,	 bowrabowki,	 based	 on	 the	 noun	 bowra	 ‘cut	 bamboo	 stalk’	 and	
referring	 to	 the	 practice	 of	 the	 Duhumbi	 people	 to	 collect	 bamboo	 stalks	 and	 make	
















back	 of	 the	 throat,	 opens	 the	 mouth	 and	 is	 long.	 This	 is	 reflected	 in	 their	 semantic	






















2008,	 Patent	 1998:	 161	 and	 194-195),	 but	 the	 sound	 symbolism	 of	 the	 vowel	 /o/	 as	
described	here	for	Duhumbi	has	perhaps	not	been	reported	yet.		
	
A	 larger	 corpus	 of	 conscientiously	 described	 and	 defined	 Duhumbi	 expressives,	 both	
from	natural	 speech	 and	 elicitation,	will	 probably	 reveal	 the	 iconicity	 of	 phonological	
distinctions	-	for	example,	between	voiced	and	unvoiced	onsets,	between	open	and	closed	
syllables,	 between	 plosives,	 nasal	 and	 fricative	 onsets	 etc.	 –	 in	 more	 detail.	 Further	
comparison	 with	 similarly	 structured	 expressives	 from	 languages	 such	 as	 Tibetan,	
Lepcha,	Boḍo,	Tshangla,	Tawang	Monpa	and	Sherdukpen,	will	undoubtedly	shed	more	
light	 on	 the	 deeper	 connection	 between	 sound	 and	 meaning	 in	 the	 Tibeto-Burman	
languages	of	this	region.	
4. DUHUMBI	EXPRESSIVES	RELY	ON	SENSORY	PERCEPTION.	
Duhumbi	expressives	do	not	simply	describe	a	certain	action,	but	 they	depict	 it,	 in	 its	
entirety,	 as	 a	 ‘package’	 of	 sounds,	 sights,	 smells,	 movements,	 and	 other	 features,	
providing	vivid	imagery	‘colour’	or,	as	Patent	(1998)	termed	it	‘flavour’.	The	additional	
sensory	imagery	may	be	of	a	visual	(related	to	appearance),	audible	(related	to	sound),	
olfactory	 (related	 to	 smell),	 gustatory	 (related	 to	 taste),	 haptic	 (related	 to	 feeling)	 or	
social	(related	to	social	behaviour)	nature.	The,	often	lengthy,	descriptions	of	expressives	
attest	to	this,	as	do	the	articulation	and	gestures	of	the	people	who	use	them.	Although	
this	 is	 hard	 to	 illustrate	 without	 video	 and	 sound,	 example	 (9)	 gives	 an	 impression.	




using	 all	 their	 force	 and	 strength	 to	 hurt	 her	 as	much	 as	 they	 can.	 As	 repetition	 is	 a	
common	Duhumbi	stylistic	 tool	 for	emphasis,	 the	strength	of	 the	expressive	 is	 further	






dap-da	 daradiri	 daradiri	 ɕi-da	 kʰuɕaŋ	 gaŋpu	 pʰok-da	








‘very	much’.	 The	 right	 expressive	 in	 the	 right	 context	 adds	 the	 ‘spice’	 that	makes	 the	
audience	listen	to	the	narrative	in	admiration	and	awe,	or	adds	the	‘spice’	to	an	argument	
to	 convince	 the	 audience	 of	 one’s	 point.	 There	 may	 also	 be	 intricate	 relations	 with	
grammatical	 systems	 of	 evidentiality	 and	 interactional	 devices	 like	 reported	 speech	
(Dingemanse	2012:	 664-666),	 not	 only	 in	 personal	 narratives	 and	 stories,	 but	 also	 in	
everyday	conversations.	
5. DUHUMBI	EXPRESSIVES	ARE	SPECIFIC.	
Another	 characteristic	 of	 Duhumbi	 expressives	 is	 that	 they	 are	 extremely	 specific.	














of	water	 is	 still	more	 and	 the	 flour	 has	 not	 yet	 completely	 dissolved,	 this	 is	 called	 as	




it	will	be	coming	out	ʦopiʦopi’.	 If	 continuing	 to	mix	 till	a	 smooth	paste	results,	 this	 is	
called	 as	 bakaboko,	 i.e.	mejɕiŋ	 pʰoj-kʰo	 kʰow	 huk-da	 bakaboko	 koj-da	 maize	 flour-LOC	
water	 pour-ADV	 bakaboko	 mix-ADV	 ‘pouring	 water	 in	 maize	 flour	 and	 mixing	 it	 (till)	
bakaboko’.	When	water	 has	 been	 brought	 to	 a	 rolling	 boil	 over	 a	 fire,	boga	 ‘bubbles’	
appearing	 and	 lots	 of	 ɬaŋpa	 ‘steam’	 evaporating,	 this	 is	 described	 as	bololo,	 e.g.	khow	
bololo	chow-deʔ	water	bololo	boil-PRES	 ‘the	water	boils	bololo’.	When	the	maize	paste	is	
then	 slowly	 poured	 and	 stirred	 into	 the	 boiling	water,	 and	 the	water	 is	 evaporating,	
changing	 the	 consistency	 to	 a	 porridge,	 with	 bubbles	 surfacing	 and	 splashing	 open,	
releasing	puffs	of	hot	air,	this	is	described	as	bekabeka,	i.e.	ʦopi	bekabeka	ʨʰow-deʔ	ʦopi	
bekabeka	 boil-PRES	 ‘the	 ʦopi	 is	 boiling	 bekabeka’.	 When	 then	 the	 water	 is	 almost	











raŋkaroŋko	 in-se=na	 ɕiŋ	 jaŋ-naʔ	 mej	 ʨʰipʨʰip	
raŋkaroŋko	 say-COND-CONF	 wood	 even-GEN	 bamboo	 ʨʰipʨʰip	
	
ba-le-ba	 le-da	 tʰej-ta	 tos	 ʨʰoj-ta	







Duhumbi	 has	 a	 rich	 repertoire	 of	 expressives	 that	 depict	 the	 negative	 behaviour	 of	
people,	 as	 examples	 (1)	 –	 (8)	 illustrate.	 Why	 there	 are	 no	 expressives	 depicting	 the	
14	
	








































































in	negative	phrases,	 clauses	 and	 sentences	 (Diffloth	1972:	444	and	 fn.	 4	on	445).	 For	




eloquent	 speaker.	 Young,	 non-mother	 tongue	 or	 inexperienced	 speakers	 often	 make	
mistakes	in	their	use	or	avoid	their	use	completely.	But	due	to	their	very	specific	form	
and	meaning,	the	expressives	are	rapidly	replaced	by	other	linguistic	forms,	making	them	
























forms	 that	depict	a	 scene	 that	 is	accompanied	by	a	 characteristic	 sound	on	which	 the	






nominaliser	 -pa	NOM.	These	reduplicative	nouns	mainly	occur	as	names	of	 insects	 that	




of	 [C1V1][C2V2]	–	 [C1V1][C2V2],	 even	when	 these	are	pronounced	as	a	 single	 intonation	
unit,	such	as	nakanaka	‘various’,	said	of	objects;	hokohoko	‘again	and	again,	repetitively’,	
said	 of	 actions;	 and	 taʔdataʔda	 ‘equal’,	 said	 of	 the	 size	 or	 height	 of	 people	 or	 objects.	






















Duhumbi,	 especially	 those	 expressing	 more	 complex	 emotions,	 feelings	 and	 mental	




other	 approaches,	 such	 as	 in	 Dingemanse	 (2012:	 663),	 where	 onomatopoeia	 (i.e.	






gloss	 description	 	 gloss	 description	
ADD	 additive	focus	 	 FOC	 focus	
ADV	 adverbialiser	 	 GEN	 genitive	
AGN	 agent	nominaliser	 	 LOC	 locative	
AGT	 agent	 	 NEG	 negative	
C	 consonant	 	 NOM	 nominaliser	
COMP	 comparative	degree	 	 PAT	 patient	
COND	 conditional	 	 PL	 plural	
CONF	 contrastive	focus	 	 PRES	 present	
COP1	 copula	 	 SUBJ:NPST	 non-past	subjunctive	
COP2	 copula	 	 SUPERL	 superlative	degree	
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